ORACLE ERP CLOUD SIG
August 13, 2018

Agenda
•

New Board Members – 5 minutes - Kevin Johnson

•

R13 Issues – 5 minutes - Group

•

Enterprise Structure in a multi-pillar implementation – 15 minutes Debbie Adams

•

Cloud Customer Connect – 10 minutes - Logan Wacker

•

Logging SR’s – 10 minutes - Logan Wacker

•

•

Updating Release Documentation and Known Issues – 10 minutes Oracle
Questions – 5 minutes
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R13 Issues
• BI Reporting limited to 50,000 cells instead of 25,000 rows in R13 (fix planned for August

release)

• Bug introduced in Sub-Ledger Accounting Activation that after changes are made the

process will fail (fix planned for August release) Bug 28301426

• Bug introduced in Oracle Access Manager that causes users to be unable to log in

(workaround requires clearing cache/cookies and replacing any bookmarks) fix
planned for August release) - Doc Id 2425329.1

• General Ledger Real-Time subject area unable to connect with other subject areas

and pull all results (specifically AP) fix planned for August release

• Some customers experiencing all essbase processes run to error (updating gl

cube/publish hierarchies/update dimensions)

• BI Publisher time out error
• SQL query time exceeds 1800 seconds
• Can update to 3600 seconds in data model or create an SR for resizing request
• R13 Known Issues Document - Doc ID 2394757.1

Cloud ERP Enterprise Structure in a MultiPillar Implementation

Cloud ERP Enterprise Structure in a
Multi-Pillar Implementation
•

What is the Cloud ERP Enterprise Structure?

•

Multi-Pillar Coordination

•

Implementation Lessons Learned

What is the Oracle Cloud Enterprise
Structure?
• The Enterprise Structure provides the implementation and application backbone

for the Oracle Cloud ERP. This system core includes:
• Enterprise and Enterprise Structure
• Legal Jurisdictions and Authorities
• Legal Entities
• Business Units
• Financial Reporting Structures

• Chart of Accounts
• Ledgers
• Accounting and HCM Configurations
• Facilities

Enterprise Structure Components
• Enterprise – Name of the deploying enterprise and the location of the headquarters. Usually a single
enterprise and the parent company.

• Enterprise Structure - An organization with one or more legal entities under common control. Both
internal and external organizations are defined to represent each area of business within the
enterprise.

• Legal Jurisdictions and Authorities - Governing bodies that operate within a legal jurisdiction. Includes
taxing bodies and tax locations and very important to HCM and SCM configurations.

• Legal Entities - Legal corporation entities and legal reporting units for business activities. The basis for
the entire backbone!

• Business Units – An enterprise that performs one or many business functions that can be rolled up as a
group and secured. These should not be confused with the corporate definition of a business unit.

Enterprise Structure Components
• Chart of Accounts – Financial accounting component including hierarchies and values to enable
tracking of financial transactions and reporting at legal entity, cost center, account, and other
segment levels.

• Ledgers – Consolidates financial transactions into a primary accounting ledger and any secondary
ledgers that by a common chart of accounts, base currency and calendar.

• Accounting and HCM Configurations – Functional accounting and Human Resource requirements by
modules

• Facilities – Warehouse and inventories

Multi-Pillar Considerations
• Legal entities rule for all pillars
• They control the financial structure for tax and accounting purposes (Cloud Finance pillar), the
payroll and legislative definitions (Cloud HCM pillar), project costing (Cloud Projects) and
inventory, warehouse and receiving locations (Cloud SCM). The legal entities should be well
defined and approved prior to configuration and testing. In some cases, they cannot be
changed once one pillar starts to use them

• Business units group like business functions
• The business unit defines if the Accounts Payable function is centralized or decentralized, HR
•

payroll will be processed or Inventory is in use
Shared service departments need to be decided early as each Cloud business unit must be
configured for each module.

Multi-Pillar Considerations
• HCM Departments should be synced with Finance cost centers.
• Need to do this to capture HCM costs (wages, benefits, time) in the Finance and Projects
modules

• Chart of Accounts balancing segments should be aligned with the company or
legal entities
• The balancing segments must be linked to a legal entity and a ledger. All pillars must agree
which companies are in which ledgers. If HCM has a payroll reporting unit processing in euros
yet the legal entity for it is in a USD ledger, this must be resolved during the configuration.

Implementation Lessons Learned
• Hold Cloud ERP Enterprise training sessions with all core team members quickly
in a project
• Set definitions and meanings for each Enterprise structure component for all
team members
• Identify key shared components prior to configuration – legal entities,
departments/cost centers, inventory organizations, payroll reporting units
• List all mandatory components by pillar. For example, Projects uses the
department components as defined in HCM. These must be mapped to the
cost centers in Finance.
• Confirm the Enterprise Structure configuration with each pillar (Finance, HCM,
SCM, Purchasing) prior to unit and user training

Cloud Customer Connect Overview

What is Cloud Customer Connect?
Customer Connect is a ‘One-Stop-Shop’ when it comes to Oracle Cloud. From
updates on newest releases and features, to documentation, information one
events, connections to development, and getting help from others, its all there!

How do I access Cloud Customer
Connect?
***https://www.cloudcustomerconnect.oracle.com

How do I access Cloud Customer
Connect

Cloud Customer Connect: Getting
Started
• Answers
• Q&A for resolving issues, gauging
communities experience

• Ideas
• Connecting with Oracle development,
product managers and a forum for
proposing Enhancement requests

• Documentation

Note: Each Subtopic is broken into the SaaS modular sections (ERP,SCM,HCM,EPM…)

Guidelines
•

Oracle Cloud Customer Connect is a community gathering place for members to interact and collaborate on common goals and objectives. This is
where you will find the latest release information on Human Capital Management, for example, or upcoming events related to Enterprise Resource
Planning, answers to use-case questions specific to Supply Chain Management, and executive messaging on Customer Experience.

•

The Community enables interaction among a global community, made up of users with all levels of expertise. By welcoming new members and showing
respect to each other, we create an inviting environment that encourages engagement and builds the Community's value for everyone.

•

You are welcome to share your perspective on relevant business topics. But maintaining a professional decorum during any discussion is a must. Abusive,
derogatory, inflammatory, inappropriate, obscene, offensive, or violent content is strictly forbidden and will be promptly removed.

•

It is up to you, and only you, to decide what information to share about yourself and your business. Do not post another user's email or postal address,
phone numbers, or other personal information.

•

There is a lot of great information available, so search the Community first to see if your question has been answered or is being discussed. Then add your
questions or insights.

•

Good contributions provide relevant, insightful information and ask important questions. If, for example, you found an answer to your question, you can
give back to the Community by posting an update to your question. False, inaccurate, and misleading information, or unsolicited advertising, is, of
course, not helpful to the community.

•

In general, shorter posts are more likely to be read. Stay on point and keep your messages concise.

•

Keep threads focused on the original conversation. Avoid diluting or derailing a discussion by posting a related question; post a new topic instead.

•

Many people decide which discussion threads to read based on the subject line. Craft subject lines that give users a snap shot of your question. For
example, briefly state your reporting problem instead of just asking for "Help with custom reporting?"

•

Posting the same question across multiple forums creates disjointed conversations, clutters the Community, and undermines the purpose of having topical
discussion forums—so choose your forum wisely.

•

Everybody likes to know if their contributions were valuable. If another user helped you or shared worthwhile content, let them know by including a
"thanks" in your response and/or rating a post or comment.

•

The role of partners is to team with Oracle and bring value-add to the Community by providing product expertise. However, partners are not allowed to
make solicitations of any kind such as unauthorized advertising, promotion, or solicitation.

Answers

Answers
• Users post a ‘Topic’, where a
question is proposed to all
individuals linked to the
community to ‘Answer’
• Receive feedback in the
form of comments in the
topics thread

Posting a Topic

• Ensure the proper tag (GL, BI,
AP,AR are properly selected to
ensure the topic is posted to
the best fit community

Selecting the Best Answer
• One of the benefits of Cloud Customer Connect is that as a member, you can post questions and
receive help from the community. Once you've received an answer that provides the best solution, be
sure to select it as a "Best Answer." When an answer has been selected as “Best Answer”, a green
check will be displayed next to the post and the comment will be labeled as “Best Comment”. This
enables other community members to resolve similar issues by navigating directly to your Best Answer
selection!
• It's a win-win -- selecting a Best Answer improves your community-wide reputation (you earn a Best
Answer badge), while building valuable content for everyone in the community!
• To select the Best Answer to your post, scroll to the Comments section of the post and click on
“Choose as Best Answer”). Note: only the original poster can select a Best Answer.

Ideas
• Idea Labs are a great place to share your services and solutions enhancement ideas with
the Oracle Product teams. Ideas are reviewed by Oracle Product Management and
Development teams for member interest, complexity, resources, market trends, alignment
with our product vision, and prioritization against other projects.
• Idea Labs can be accessed by selecting Ideas on the ribbon. Once in an Idea Lab, you
can search the content using Keywords, Tags, and Status. You can also choose to view a
subset of ideas based on their status, or sort ideas by submission date, rating, use, or last
activity.

Documentation

• Divided by SaaS, PaaS, IaaS
• Release notes
• Cloud Books
• Maintenance/Patching/Security Schedules

Documentation
•
•
•
•
•

Spotlights
New Feature Summary
What’s New
Readiness Training
Production Documentation

Documentation: Release Notes

SR Management

Before Submitting a Service Request
• Product Issues (errors, broken functionality, etc...)
• Investigate the issue on your end; Analyze and Troubleshoot
where applicable
• It worked yesterday, but not today...what changed? Step back
and see what may have changed since the last time it worked
• Search in MOS for similar errors (Support Teams document many
errors and provide steps to resolve)

• Product Questions(How-to questions)
• Search in Release Notes or Feature Summary documents –
Search in MOS

Structuring an SR
• Choose the product that you are having the issue with
• Navigate through guided resolutions if presented to you
• Provide a comprehensive description of the issue
• Ensure that the business impact is described in detail
• Trace Files and Screen Shots are vital elements of your
Service Request as it will help expedite analysis and
diagnosis of critical errors
• Verify that the Severity Level is set appropriately and
accurately represents the business impact

Severity Definitions
Severity

Definition

Sev-1/Sev-1 24*7

Your Production environment use of the SaaS program is stopped or so severely impacted that you cannot
reasonably continue work. You experience a complete loss of service. The operation is mission critical to the
business and the situation is an emergency.
• Data corrupted
• A critical documented function is not available
• System hangs indefinitely, causing unacceptable or indefinite delays for resources or response
• System crashes, and crashes repeatedly after restart attempts

Sev-2

You experience a severe loss of service. Important features of the SaaS program are unavailable with no
acceptable workaround; however, operations can continue in a restricted fashion.

Sev-3

You experience a minor loss of service. The impact is an inconvenience, which may require a workaround to
restore functionality.

Sev-4

You request information, an enhancement, or documentation clarification regarding the SaaS program, but
there is no impact on the operation of such program. You experience no loss of service. The result does not
impede the operation of a system.

Sev-1 24*7 Guidelines
• Do not submit a Sev-1 24*7 for Stage/Test Environments. These
are reserved for Production Environments and will be
downgraded by Support.
• Sev-1 24*7 SRs are passed along from Engineer to Engineer
around the globe which can create more delays, especially if
it isn’t an outage.
• If you feel that the SR should absolutely be a 24*7, then
contact the Oracle Support Leads, TAM and ISM to review.
• An alternative to Sev-1 24*7 are SR Escalations where we can
leverage the process to bring Management attention to the
SR.

Phone Support/Escalation
• Escalation is a positive,
collaborative process towards
resolution
• Should be used when you,

• Urgently need to communicate
important business issue to

• Managers in support

• Encounter a critical show –
stopper issue
• Are dissatisfied with resolution
or response to your service
request

• Escalation is different than
severity. Severity increases are
not escalation

Updating Release Documentation and
Known Issues

Updating Release Documentation
and Known Issues
• Representatives from Oracle are on the call to discuss

Any Questions?

Key Dates and Next Steps
Key Dates
• SIG Calls
• Monday, October 8 at 1PM EST
• Monday, December 10 at 1PM
EST

• OOW Meeting – Details TBD
Oct. 22-26th

Next Steps
• Participate in Group
Discussion on our page for
future topics
• Spread the word about our
SIG
• https://www.questdirect.org/gr
oups/home/211

